
OW NANO LCR 3.0

Triad's newest and smallest 3-in-1 onwall speaker is designed for use with ultra

flat-panel televisions, measuring only 1.6-inches deep by 3-inches high. The Nano

LCR 3.0 incorporates specially designed proprietary drivers in a fully-damped and

braced aluminum enclosure. When used without a subwoofer, sound is full and

clear, with robust output. Augmenting the Nano LCR 3.0 with one of our OmniSubs

or any of our InWall or InCeiling Subs makes for great home theater performance.

In addition to the standard width, custom versions are available, at extra cost, up to

a maximum width of 82″. Custom paint matching is also available, so we can paint

your speaker to match your wall or your TV. With a variety of installation options,

the OnWall Nano LCR 3.0 can mount to the wall or directly to the television with the

included Triad TV mount. All Nano LCR 3.0s are built-to-order expressly for you, one

at a time, in America. There's no reason to put up with the mediocre sound

provided by today's flat-panel TVs. The OnWall Nano LCR 3.0 is one of the best

performers in its class.

Category: Soundbars

Tag: OnWall

Ultra compact shape, only 1.6-inches deep by

3-inches high.

Easy-Mount Installation.

Engineered, fully-damped, braced and sealed

aluminum enclosure.

Acoustic Suspension.

2-way design.

Triad’s Basic & Custom Finishes are available for

this product. The standard finish for this product is

Black paint. For any other colors, please refer to

Triad’s Custom Match Finish program for this

product. The paint we use is a top quality enamel

and is applied with a light pebble finish.

Since all computer monitors and their colors vary,

the digital color you see here will be different from

the actual product finish.

Features

Enclosure

Finishes

75 - 125 watts

6 ohms

84

190 Hz - 20 kHz

Fabric dome

(3) 1" /25mm

Proprietary full range neodymium

(6) 2" /6cm

Performance Specifications

Recommended Amp Power

Impedance

Sensitivity (db 1watt/1meter)

Anechoic Frequency Response

Tweeter Type

Tweeter Size

Woofer Type

Woofer Size

Fractional Metric

Decimal

3 1/4 "

44"

1 5/8"

Cabinet Specifications

Height

Width

Depth
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